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African Societies in Development:
Critical Challenges and Successes

Introduction................ Dr. Georgia A. Persons, Moderator

The Panel Discussion

Dr. Ruth Uwaifo
"Critical Economic Development Issues for Africa in the
21st Century"

Dr. Michael Best
"Information Technologies and Developmental Change in
Africa"

Mr. Jumbe Sebunya
"Challenges of Managing Change in Support of
Development in Africa"

Audience Questions and Comments

Closing Statement........ Dr. Sue Rosser, Dean
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts

Light Refreshments Served

Speakers' Biographies

Dr. Ruth Uwaifo Oyelere joined the School of Economics as an Assistant Professor in Fall 2006. Ruth holds a Ph.D. in Agriculture and Resource Economics from University of California, Berkeley. Her research interests are in Development Economics, Education, Labor, and Health Economics.

Dr. Michael L. Best is Assistant Professor with the Sam Nunn School of International Affairs and Adjunct Assistant Professor with the College of Computing at Georgia Tech. He is also a Fellow of the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University and Research Affiliate with the Center for Technology, Policy, and Industrial Development and the Program for Internet & Telecoms Convergence at MIT. Michael is co-founder and Editor-in-Chief of Information Technologies and International Development published by the MIT Press. Michael is a frequent consultant to the World Bank, ITU, and USAID. He holds a Ph.D. from the MIT Media Lab and has served as Director of Media Lab Asia in India and head of the Development group at the MIT Media Lab.

Mr. Jumbe Sebunya is Senior Advisor on CARE International with a strong emphasis on a new CARE International strategic direction on organizational evolution in African societies. Mr. Sebunya has previously served as Country Director for CARE Mozambique and Deputy Regional Director for East and Central Africa. With more than 20 years of experience, Mr. Sebunya has provided development/relief program and resource management oversight, partnership networking/negotiations; and he has led multi-cultural teams in several international NGOs. Mr. Sebunya has a Master’s Degree in Rural Social-Economic Development from Reading University (UK), and Honors Bachelor’s Degree from Sussex University (UK).

Dr. Georgia A. Persons, Moderator, is Professor, School of Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Director, Outreach and Special Projects, Ivan Allen College.